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Computer Processing of Remotely-Sensed Images: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Remotely-sensed images of the Earth's surface provide a valuable source of information about the geographical distribution and properties of natural and cultural features. This fully revised and updated edition of a highly regarded textbook deals with the mechanics of processing remotely-senses images. Presented in an accessible manner,...
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The Photoshop Darkroom 2: Creative Digital TransformationsFocal Press, 2011

	Back in the old days, working in a chemical
	darkroom, I could only have dreamed of a postprocessing
	tool as wonderful as Photoshop. But
	for me that’s exactly what Photoshop is—a tool.
	It’s a tool that helps me as a professional image
	creator. The image is what matters, not the tool.


	The Photoshop...
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Jenkins: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book is aimed at relatively technical readers, though no prior experience with
		Continuous Integration is assumed. You may be new to Continuous Integration, and
		would like to learn about the benefits it can bring to your development team. Or, you
		might be using Jenkins or Hudson already, and want to discover how you can...
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Isosurfaces: Geometry, Topology, and AlgorithmsCRC Press, 2013

	Ever since Lorensen and Cline published their paper on the Marching Cubes algorithm, isosurfaces have been a standard technique for the visualization of 3D volumetric data. Yet there is no book exclusively devoted to isosurfaces. Isosurfaces: Geometry, Topology, and Algorithms represents the first book to focus on basic...
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Getting Started with Paint.NETPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning the free Paint.NET photo editing program means you can achieve any professional effect you want, and this book shows you how, ranging from installation and plugins to advanced imaging techniques.


	Overview

	
		Quick and simple tutorials designed to help you master Paint.NET in minutes
	...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV 2015Packt Publishing, 2015

	Sharpen your skills and increase your productivity when programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2015


	About This Book

	
		The most comprehensive Dynamics NAV reference guide for programmers, developers, managers, and consultants
	
		Covers all the elements needed to learn how to do development in NAV...
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Probability and Statistics for Computer ScientistsCRC Press, 2013

	Student-Friendly Coverage of Probability, Statistical Methods, Simulation, and Modeling Tools

	Incorporating feedback from instructors and researchers who used the previous edition, Probability and Statistics for Computer Scientists, Second Edition helps students understand general methods of stochastic...
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Introduction to Finite Element Analysis Using MATLAB® and AbaqusCRC Press, 2013

	
		There are some books that target the theory of the finite element, while others focus on the programming side of things. Introduction to Finite Element Analysis Using MATLAB® and Abaqus accomplishes both. This book teaches the first principles of the finite element method. It presents the theory of the finite...
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Software Development: Building Reliable SystemsPrentice Hall, 1999

80% of software projects fail -- here&rsquo;s why the other 20% succeed!

 				Software Development is the most thorough, realistic guide to "what works" in software development - and how to make it happen in your organization. Leading consultant Marc Hamilton tackles all three key components of...
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C# Essentials (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
Concise but thorough, this second edition of C# Essentials introduces the Microsoft C# programming language, including the Microsoft .NET Common Language Runtime (CLR) and .NET Framework Class Libraries (FCL) that support it. This book's compact format and terse presentation of key concepts serve as a roadmap to the...
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Java, Java, Java, Object-Oriented Problem Solving (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005
 This second edition of Java, Java, Java offers a robust, accessible, and flexible problem-solving perspective. The use of Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams throughout the text, strongly emphasizes object-oriented design. This book assists students and professionals with their most challenging problem as beginning programmers:...
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Linux All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
8 books in 1— your key to success with Linux!
   

   Your one-stop guide to working with various Linux distributions   

   Linux is hot! It's cost-effective, secure, and comes in a lot of varieties. And with this book to walk you through it, choosing and using a Linux distribution is...
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